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In the latest “delightful”* Mustang Ridge novel, ignoring your heart is easier said than done…

After putting all her savings—and then some—into purchasing a vintage clothing shop in downtown Three
Ridges, Wyoming, Ashley Webb is determined to succeed come hell or high water. Problem is, she’s never
been good at long-term commitments.  And when Ashley crosses paths again with the incredibly sexy
cowboy she got cozy with at her brother’s wedding, she can’t help being distracted.

Tyler Reed isn’t looking to settle down—he tried that before and got burned. Not to mention that the new
head wrangler at Mustang Ridge Dude Ranch has other things on his mind. Things that are far more
important than helping out his boss’s pretty—but flaky—sister…even though there’s some serious chemistry
between them. When Ashley turns out to be very different than he expected, he’s tempted to go against his
better judgment. What’s a cowboy to do when the wrong woman lassoes his heart?

*New York Times Bestselling Author Jill Gregory
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From Reader Review Coming Home to Mustang Ridge for online
ebook

Barb Lie says

Coming Home to Mustang Ridge by Jesse Hayworth is the 5th book in her wonderful Mustang Ridge series.
I enjoy anything written by Jesse Hayworth/Jessica Andersen, as I have loved her two series (Mustang Ridge
& The Nightkeepers). Mustang Ridge is such a fun and delightful series about the Skye family and their
ranch.

In Coming Home to Mustang Ridge, Ashley is our heroine and is Wyatt’s sister. Right from the start I loved
Ashley, and it was so great to see the friendship between her and the heroines of the previous
books….Krista, Jenny, Shelby, Danny. Of course, I also adored our hero, Tyler Reed, who has come back to
Mustang Ridge to work for Krista. Tyler is also a musician, and when he was last at Mustang Ridge,
attending the wedding of Krista and Wyatt, he had a one night stand with one of the bridesmaids, whom he
has not forgotten.

When Tyler sees Ashley with her friends at the bar, where he is singing, he recognized her as the girl he has
not forgotten. When he meets up with Ashley outside, he is shocked to learn she is Wyatt’s sister, and he
backs away, as Wyatt is his friend and technically his boss. Ashley agrees, and tells him to keep that one
night a secret.

Easier said than done, as Ashley has just bought the store she has worked in, and was determined to make it a
success. There are financial aspects which must be met, and Ashley gets the help of her friends to have
events to bring in people. Tyler is forced to help with supplies, equipment that the Skye family offers to
Ashley, and they both find themselves becoming closer and closer, as they learn more about each other. The
chemistry between them both was hot, and I totally rooted for them to be able to overcome some obstacles
that threatened to keep them as friends with benefits.

I love the family background of this series, the Skye family members, the wonderful friendships, and all the
regulars we have come to love continue to play big parts in the stories. I will say that in this book, I was not a
fan of Wyatt, as I thought he was too unbending towards Ashley, and even Tyler, though I knew it was
because he loved and worried about her. Still, I did not like him as much as I did in the previous book. Kudos
to Jesse Hayworth for continually giving us wonderful, fun and sexy romances in Mustang Ridge, and
forcing us to always go back home to this fabulous family and ranch. If you have not started this series, I
suggest you do so, and start with Summer at Mustang Ridge.

Barb
The Reading Cafe

Dorothy Morawsky says

What a good book. Love Mustang Ridge series.



Susan Lewis says

I just read the last page of Coming Home to Mustang Ridge. I loved Ty and Ashley story. You write such
beautiful stories, so real. I loved reading the last page but sad the story/book came to an end. New favorite
book/series!

Angela says

A truly enjoyable book (and series) of a dude ranch. What's not to love about cowboys? ;) I really liked the
chemistry between the characters and finally watching Wyatt's little sister all grown up! HIGHLY
recommended!!

Gail Chianese says

I'm a huge fan of Jesse Hayworth/Jessica Andersen's and will read pretty much anything she writes and have.
With that said, I felt Coming Home to Mustang Ridge was her best book in the series (not that I didn't love
them all). Ash and Ty were such great characters with wonderful chemistry and very real conflicts to deal
with. But it was more. It's hard to explain. Jess has never let us down in her storytelling, always pulling us in
and keeping us captured page after page until we hit the end and want to scream no, because we don't want
the story to end. There was just something about this story that really wrapped it's self around me and
resonated.

Chris Brandstatter says

Marvelous!!!! Loved Ashley & Ty - I'm hoping we get to see them again!!!
And I can't wait for the next Jesse Hayworth book!!
Thank you Jesse for your wonderful stories!!

Pam says

This series is one that I have enjoyed from the beginning. The setting is small town America and the
characters are warm and genuine as they find their loves after navigating bumps along the way.

Ashley Webb has moved to Three Ridges to settle down after a rocky few years following her drummer
boyfriend. Her brother Wyatt lives in Three Ridges, Wyoming and is happy she has finally left the loser, but
he is worried that she is biting off more than she can handle when she purchases a retail store. She is ready to
settle down and although she knows her family thinks she is too irresponsible, she believes in herself and
will prove it to others.

Tyler Reed is back home working as a guide at Mustang Ridge. He grew up here and almost married a local
girl but she dumped him six weeks before the wedding and he soon left to follow his dreams of becoming a



singer in a band, unfortunately life on the road was difficult and not all it was cracked up to be, so he came
back.

During Wyatt’s wedding several months, Tyler and Ashley hooked up but neither lived here at the time and
never thought they would see each other again, but fate is funny, as they negotiate new ground while living
in the same town.

Another sweet fun story set in the wilds of Wyoming. Mustang Ridge ranch is finally coming into its own
after the changes needed to sustain profitability and it is fun to see the final touches. This is a coming home
story that will warm your heart.

When I remember hearing about Ashley in previous stories, she seemed different, more of a wanderer
without direction as she follows her boyfriend wherever he landed and she could not seem to leave him. But
this Ashley seems more confident and grounded which I like better but I was not sure about the
transformation. I like how she sets out to prove to everyone she can stand on her own two feet and succeed,
especially Wyatt who throughout most of the book still does not believe in her.

I like Tyler, a good person who came home after deciding touring with a band was not the lifestyle he
wanted. At first I was not sure why he came back to Three Ridges since he has some embarrassing memories
from a failed engagement but I guess it feels like home, a place to start over. He truly loves his job and the
area starts to pull him in again even as he first tries to stay as far away from Ashley as he can.

When the two see each other again they remember their evening together but vow not to revisit the
relationship, he does not want any commitments and she is trying to open her shop, however they seem to
gravitate toward each other and as the days go by he finds himself helping her build a stage, then moving
some items in her shop, and then they are painting walls together for several nights. They have some great
chemistry and enjoy each other’s company which gets noticed and her friends end up placing bets on when
they will get together, which is hilarious when she finds out.

The pace works well, the two slowly become friends then lovers as Ashley creates a new life for herself and
Tyler realizes he is finally home. They both have some issues to overcome about their childhood which was
surprisingly similar but things smooth out over time. I like seeing several returning characters and catching
up on their lives, that said this can easily be read as a standalone as the author does a great job of keeping the
reader informed. New characters also add to the story, I enjoyed her employee, the quirky Henrietta and I
like how the author leaves a storyline open with a new character, and hope for more to come.

Review also at: Ramblings from a Chaotic Mind

Copy from the publisher for an honest review

Patsy says

I really love this author, and this book was every bit as good as the others in the series. It might just be my
favorite one! Jesse's storytelling has everything I love - beautiful settings, fascinating characters, humor,
heartache and love... with a little heat thrown into the mix. But best of all, she tells a story that pulls you in
and keeps you entertained and engaged so you don't want to put it down. I definitely recommend this book,
and while it can be enjoyed as a stand-alone for sure, I think it's even better when you have read the previous



ones in the series and gotten to know the wonderful cast of characters at Mustang Ridge.

Lynn Grier says

Coming Home to Mustang Ridge by Jesse Hayworth is the 5th book in the series. I totally loved Ashley and
Tyler. Such a tender love story, fun and exciting read. Give this book a whirl and you will be capitulated to
read all the books in the series.

Nancy Reynolds says

Wow!!! Jesse Hayworth just keeps producing wonderful stories in the Mustang Ridge series. I love the
"theme" of Transformation that runs through this particular book. Ashley and Ty are both working on things
from their past - but they find a way to share and do it together. They make mistakes, but they are willing to
admit that - to themselves, and to one another - and work it out. Ashley keeps trying to stand on her own, and
find her OWN way. And then she realizes she can still be her OWN self and share it with Ty. Love the way
Ashley takes Gillian (Gilly) under her wing, too. And I love the black cat. So MUCH to love about this book
- and all the Mustang Ridge books. Thank you, Jesse Hayworth, for such a great book, and such a wonderful
series.

Ellie says

Coming Home to Mustang Ridge by Jesse Hayworth
Grade: B

Tyler Reed and Ashley Webb spent one great night together during Ashley's brother's wedding and neither of
them expected to wind up back living in Mustang Ridge and having to run into one another. With Ashley
purchasing her own vintage clothing shop and Tyler working for Ashley's brother and sister in law they have
more encounters than they ever expected. The Sparks from that one night are still there and neither one of
them can deny their attraction no matter how hard they fight it. With both Ashley and Tyler having been hurt
in the past they find themselves running away from the one person who they can't stand to live without.

I really liked this book a lot and I was very skeptical about reading it just because I hadn't like a previous
book in the series. I am so glad that I took a second chance on Mustang Ridge and all of the wonderful
characters in it. I really enjoyed both Ashley and Tyler a lot. I thought they had great chemistry and even
better banter that kept me reading well into the night. These two had issues but neither of them was a jerk to
the other and even when they were fighting they didn't do it with jabs that would sting which I really liked.

It was great to see all of the previous characters from the book and the rest of the townsfolk come together
and help Ashley makes her dreams come true. I love reading about small towns and they sense of
togetherness that takes place there. This really was a very sweet and cute book that I think a lot of people
will enjoy.



Lauren Haddow says

Great read once again. Loved it

Diana says

Love the characters

This series is always such a fun, easy read. Perfect for when you just need to get lost in simple stories with
happy endings, and characters that you would love to have as part of your own life.

Alyce Carroll says

A great read

I have read all but the first book but the author clued the reader in on how things happened in book one. Each
book could be read as a stand alone but much better to read them all. The description of the people , the
locations even the animals puts the reader right in the story. As often happens when I read a series that O
have enjoyed as much as this when I finish I feel as though I have lost several friends. I definitely
recommend reading this series and plan to read more from this author.

Krissys says

Coming Home to Mustang Ridge (Mustang Ridge #5)by Jesse Hayworth

After putting all her savings—and then some—into purchasing a vintage clothing shop in downtown Three
Ridges, Wyoming, Ashley Webb is determined to succeed come hell or high water. Problem is, she’s never
been good at long-term commitments. And when Ashley crosses paths again with the incredibly sexy
cowboy she got cozy with at her brother’s wedding, she can’t help being distracted.
Tyler Reed isn’t looking to settle down—he tried that before and got burned. Not to mention that the new
head wrangler at Mustang Ridge Dude Ranch has other things on his mind. Things that are far more
important than helping out his boss’s pretty—but flaky—sister…even though there’s some serious chemistry
between them. When Ashley turns out to be very different than he expected, he’s tempted to go against his
better judgment. What’s a cowboy to do when the wrong woman lassoes his heart?

My Review:
Coming Home to Mustang Ridge was a total win for me. Hayworth's (MR) series has grown on me with each
new installment this one I have to say is one of her best yet. I love the self discovery aspects in her stories
that so many authors have lacked including. Self acceptance and coming to terms with you are is a vital part
of who a character or person is in a story especially when they're struggling to cope and overcome their pasts
and issues that they're dealing with. I love that its looked at in a positive light and not a negative one because



growth and improvement is something that many lack. I love it. Hayworth wrote a beautiful story that I
enjoyed from beginning to end.

My Rating:
5 Stars

Reviewed By: Krissy's Bookshelf Reviews
http://kkmalott.booklikes.com/

Note: I received a print copy in exchange for an honest review from Berkley/NAL Publishing


